
All mercy of Hindu Gods Goddesses are in the form of both name, as the gods by name answer 
prayers or give their mercy, As their mercy by form is to have a statue of their personal kind of 
figure. As by statues most choose Krishna, Gayatri, Vishnu.

As Yantra’s are the most powerfull of the mercy in hinduism. And the mercy of the hindu gods are 
to be personal favors by their gods.

As to be hindu, is to accept the mercy of the guru or teacher, and when choosing a kind, and being 
permitted to have it. Grants mercy above the level of free will. As sometimes said by all religions.

Be sincere at the use of mercy, as to be granted personal is to have the right of being protected by its
grace.

The maha vishnu yantra is the sigil of the grand sustainer
The support of those adult life with a job, beloved ones
And the right to have a kind of mercy as the centre
Of existence.

As a yantra filled by sunlight grants the mercy of their
Guidance, protection and the feeling of support

As a yantra in home gives the hindu mercy in a pure
Way. For both life soul and heart.

The sri chakra holds the key to the
Ground of realty, as the language of geometry.

As to have its mercy is the entrance to higher
Forms of mercy.

As it gives both prosperity, and the feeling
Of connection. As a radiance not by word
But by a figure of reality and its code itself.

As to choose this cakra is to allow the energy be
A portal to a higher kind of both life, and purpose

The gayatri, according to the bagvad gita
Is the symbol highest in hindu religion

As Gayatri is the goddess of wisdom and
The spiritual light of the soul.

So this yantra grants its spiritual light
And opens up paths of prayer in a way
It gives devotees the security 

To have it at home is to grant its radiance in the life
Of the person being devoted.



The figure of Krishna, by statue, painting or art gives
His love in your life. As he is the king of hindu mythology.

To have his appearance is directly seen by Him as he
Grants both life with meaning, as the support
To have a life devoted.

As Krishna the Lord of Genuine Love
Grants his mercy in a way of doing a great deed.

Vishnu or Narayana grants his mercy
At having a picture of Him.

As Vishnu the grand sustainer,
The Great Support

He grants safety and sometimes
A good job, or lovelife.

As he is the Vishnu,
In the whole universe.

Gayatri the goddess of wisdom and
The veda’s of the origin of the creation
Of Earth.

As all beginnings are in love
A with society, life, and relationships.

Having a statue or painting grants her mercy
As the soul receives his light to grow
And prosper in a new and uncommon way,


